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Foreword

The United States has now been at war in Afghanistan for more than a
decade. The sacrifice in blood and treasure has been substantial. Some
2,300 American servicemen and women have lost their lives, more than
19,000 have been injured, and nearly $650 billion has been spent over
the course of the United States’ longest war. The results, however, can
only be described as inconclusive. The reach and effectiveness of the
Afghan central government remain circumscribed, challenged by vari-
ous armed groups and undermined by pervasive corruption. The econ-
omy has grown rapidly, albeit from a low starting place, but remains
largely dependent on international aid flows that will certainly shrink.

The combination of high costs and middling returns has left the
American public increasingly skeptical of the utility of the U.S. commit-
ment to Afghanistan. The 2011 death of Osama bin Laden, mastermind
of the 9/11 attacks that brought the American military to Afghanistan
in 2001, only reinforced that perception. Yet the United States retains
interests in Afghanistan, including preventing the reemergence of a ter-
rorist safe haven and promoting stability in the region, which could be
further undermined by a total withdrawal of American military forces.

As this Council Special Report explains, 2014 will be a pivotal year
for Afghanistan. An election will, presumably, bring a new president to
Kabul. The U.S. military will complete its transfer of responsibility to
the Afghan National Security Forces, making the war effort Afghan-
led. And, as donor financing begins to come down, the Afghan econ-
omy will need to find sustainable, internal sources of growth.

Authors Seth G. Jones and Keith Crane recommend a number of
steps the United States can and should take to advance its interests
during this transition. During the presidential elections, they write,
Washington should encourage multiethnic political coalitions to
increase the representativeness of (and decrease divisions within) the
Afghan government. The United States should also help the Afghan
National Security Forces and other relevant authorities secure election sites and improve the quality and transparency of the election itself. They further recommend a continued military presence in Afghanistan of eight thousand to twelve thousand U.S. soldiers pursuing a “foreign internal defense mission.” These troops, ideally with further support from NATO and other allies, would conduct strikes against terrorists and train, advise, and assist Afghan national and local forces; as is obvious, all this depends on the willingness of the Afghan government to agree. The authors also encourage the United States and other donors to continue their civilian aid pledges, provided that Afghanistan meets its commitments to good governance and transparency, and suggest small-scale economic initiatives to help improve relationships among countries in the region. Finally, they acknowledge that there is unlikely to be a major change in the troubled U.S.-Pakistan relationship, in no small part because Islamabad continues to provide a sanctuary to the Afghan Taliban. As a result, the authors recommend that Washington seeks ways to reduce its dependence on Islamabad for what the United States does in Afghanistan and tightly calibrates its military assistance to the Pakistani government.

*Afghanistan After the Drawdown* is a sober, thoughtful assessment of Afghanistan’s prospects in the coming year and beyond. It offers U.S. policymakers a realistic set of options in the political, security, and economic realms that are consistent with the scope of American interests, the resources the United States can reasonably bring to bear, and Afghan realities. Despite the many challenges facing Afghanistan in the years ahead, this report argues persuasively that the United States still can, and should, seek a role in its future.

Richard N. Haass  
*President*  
Council on Foreign Relations  
November 2013
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Introduction

Afghanistan will undergo three major transitions in 2014: from a Hamid Karzai–led government to one presumably headed by another president following the 2014 election; from a U.S.-led to an Afghan-led counterinsurgency; and from an economy driven by foreign expenditures on military support and assistance to one more reliant on domestic sources of growth, as the United States and other countries reduce their presence. The United States and its allies will need to shape each of these transitions in ways that safeguard their interests.

Even after most U.S. forces are withdrawn by the end of 2014, the United States will continue to have important national interests in Afghanistan and South Asia. First, al-Qaeda’s global leadership is still located along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border, though it has been weakened by persistent U.S. strikes. A civil war or successful Taliban-led insurgency would likely allow al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups such as the Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan, Haqqani network, and Lashkar-e-Taiba to increase their presence in Afghanistan. Most of these groups have already expanded their presence in Afghanistan over the past several years and have conducted attacks either against the U.S. homeland (al-Qaeda and Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan), U.S. forces and U.S. government installations in Afghanistan (Taliban and Haqqani network), or U.S. citizens in the region (Lashkar-e-Taiba and al-Qaeda).

Second, a burgeoning war could increase regional instability as India, Pakistan, Iran, and Russia support a mix of Afghan central government forces, substate militias, and insurgent groups. Pakistan, in particular, would likely experience increasing violence and refugee flows if the war in Afghanistan spills over its border, as it did in the 1980s and 1990s. Growing conflict and radicalization in Pakistan, in turn, raise concerns about the security of its nuclear stockpile.¹

Finally, a U.S. military departure from Afghanistan—if it were to happen—could foster a perception, however misplaced, that the United
States is not a reliable ally. Al-Qaeda and associated movements would likely view a withdrawal of U.S. military forces as their most important victory since the departure of Soviet forces from Afghanistan in 1989.

Although the United States retains significant interests in Afghanistan, many U.S. politicians and a majority of the public wish to see an end to U.S. participation in the conflict after more than a decade of war. Following 9/11, there was substantial support for U.S. military operations in Afghanistan to overthrow the Taliban regime, which harbored Osama bin Laden and other al-Qaeda leaders. According to an October 2001 public opinion poll, 90 percent of Americans—including 97 percent of Republicans and 85 percent of Democrats—supported U.S. military action in Afghanistan. After the overthrow of the Taliban regime, however, U.S. goals expanded to include defeating al-Qaeda and its associates and building a stable, economically prosperous, and democratic state. Over the next decade, U.S. public support for some of these broader goals began to decline as U.S. casualties escalated, Taliban attacks increased, and evidence of massive corruption among senior Afghan government officials mounted. A July 2013 poll conducted by the Washington Post and ABC News found that only 28 percent of Americans believe the war in Afghanistan was worth fighting.

As President Barack Obama and other U.S. officials outlined in early 2013 and at various international conferences, U.S. policy in Afghanistan has two primary objectives: targeting the remnants of al-Qaeda and other affiliates so that they cannot launch attacks against the U.S. homeland; and training, assisting, and advising Afghan forces so that Afghanistan can provide for its own security. To accomplish these objectives, U.S. policy has focused on strengthening Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF); building a stronger political and security partnership with Afghanistan; supporting an Afghan peace process; enhancing regional cooperation; and fostering economic growth in Afghanistan.

These objectives are still important. The United States should continue to target terrorist groups that threaten the United States and help the Afghan government provide for its own security. While some administration officials insist these objectives have largely been met, this conclusion is premature. Though weakened, al-Qaeda has survived U.S. counterterrorism operations. Perhaps more troubling, there appears to be a slight increase in the number of terrorist groups operating in Afghanistan compared to a decade ago, according to U.S. military and intelligence officials in Afghanistan.
To accomplish its primary objectives, the United States should take the following policy steps:

- **Promote multiethnic coalitions—rather than individual candidates—for the 2014 presidential election and, for the eventual winner, encourage the appointment of a cabinet and senior officials that represent Afghanistan’s ethnic and cultural constituencies.** Over the long run, stability will hinge on the ability of Afghanistan’s main Pashtun, Uzbek, Tajik, Hazara, and other constituencies to reach a political consensus during and after the election. In addition, the United States should provide financial and other support to improve poll-worker screening, expand observer missions at voting centers, and move the vote-counting process from voting centers to provincial offices before and during the 2014 presidential election.

- **Pursue a foreign internal defense mission that includes between eight thousand and twelve thousand residual American troops, plus additional NATO forces.** Their goal should be to target al-Qaeda and its allies, as well as to train, advise, and assist Afghan forces. The United States should encourage the Afghan government to sign the bilateral security agreement as soon as possible. But in the meantime, U.S. policymakers should still indicate their willingness to provide an enduring military presence in Afghanistan after 2014.

- **Support Afghan government–led discussions with the Taliban and other groups over prisoner exchanges, local cease-fires, and the reintegration of fighters.** Taliban leaders have been—and will likely continue to be—willing to negotiate over this limited set of issues. But U.S. policymakers should recognize that a comprehensive peace settlement with the Taliban is unlikely in the foreseeable future. Most insurgencies end with one side winning on the battlefield, not at the negotiating table. In addition, Taliban leaders have few incentives to conclude a peace settlement today, in part because they believe their prospects for military victory will improve after the U.S. drawdown.

- **Work with the United Kingdom, the European Union, Japan, Germany, and other donors to sustain funding levels for public services like education and public health care through 2017 and beyond.** Foreign donors should continue to provide $5 billion a year in funding to sustain the ANSF. The United States and other international donors should also provide economic assistance of $3.3 billion to $3.9 billion a year through 2017, as recommended by the World Bank at the Tokyo...
Conference—if Afghanistan’s government adheres to its commitments under the Tokyo Agreement.

- **Support regional economic initiatives to improve the regional business climate.** U.S. diplomats should encourage “economic détente” between Pakistan and India, working with Pakistan to follow through on its 2011 decision to grant India most-favored-nation trading status.

If these recommendations are implemented, Afghanistan will likely be able to contain the insurgency, ensure the Afghan government is not overthrown, and prevent the reemergence of al-Qaeda and its allies post-2014—all vital U.S. interests. Afghanistan may also be able to sustain the improvement in incomes, democratic freedom, health, and educational levels it has enjoyed since the fall of the Taliban. The United States and other foreign donors have provided the security and funds that have contributed to these improvements. However, U.S. support should not be open-ended; it should be conditions-based. Continuing U.S. support is possible at a reasonable cost to the United States and Afghanistan’s other foreign donors, so long as Afghan leaders hold the presidential election in 2014, continue to enhance the capabilities of the ANSF, take steps to improve governance, and reach a bilateral security agreement with Washington. The United States should also continue to assess the state of al-Qaeda and associated terrorist groups. If al-Qaeda were to lose its sanctuary in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and become unable or unwilling to strike the United States, there would be little strategic rationale to keep U.S. military forces in Afghanistan.

Over the past decade, there has been progress in Afghanistan. Afghan forces have taken over most of the fighting from U.S. and other foreign forces. Total U.S. expenditures for U.S. involvement in Afghanistan laid out in this report would be less than a sixth of Fiscal Year 2011 levels of roughly $100 billion per year. In light of the likely benefits provided by such an effort, this level of funding should be affordable even during this period of U.S. government budget stringency. But a U.S. failure to implement these recommendations—particularly a U.S. decision to leave Afghanistan—would increase the likelihood of an al-Qaeda resurgence, regional instability, and a deterioration of human (including women’s) rights. It is a lesson the United States should have learned over two decades ago when it cut off aid to Afghanistan after the Soviet withdrawal—an era followed by the rise of the Taliban and its al-Qaeda allies.
Afghanistan’s Transitions: 2014 and Beyond

U.S. policymakers face a complex set of challenges that stem from the political, security, and economic transitions under way in Afghanistan. These challenges are interrelated. To complicate matters, these transitions are also heavily affected by Afghanistan’s relations with its neighbors. Regional dynamics will have to be managed effectively to ensure a successful drawdown of the United States’ commitment beyond 2014.

THE POLITICAL TRANSITION

The presidential election, which is tentatively scheduled for April 2014, is perhaps the most important political event in 2014 for Afghans. It will be marred by violence and corruption. The election could lead to deterioration in the security environment if competing groups dispute the outcome. Substate actors, especially power brokers from northern and western Afghanistan, may lose faith in the central government and accelerate efforts to rearm. These fissures could undermine the cohesiveness of the Afghan National Army and other security agencies and affect the scope and degree of support from neighboring states.

Politics in Afghanistan exist within a milieu of blocs. At the national level, the most powerful political bloc is based on President Hamid Karzai’s patronage network. It extends from the presidential palace in Kabul to Afghanistan’s ministries; provincial, district, and justice officials; businesses; tribes (including the president’s Popalzai tribe); and other actors. A number of presidential hopefuls will try to leverage his patronage network. President Karzai’s political opponents recently formed two loose coalitions. The Afghan National Front (ANF) was announced in mid-November 2012 and is led by such figures as Ahmad Zia Massood, Mohammad Mohaqeq, and Abdul Rashid Dostum. In late 2012, Abdullah Abdullah established
the National Coalition of Afghanistan (NCA). Both coalitions have similar goals: institute a parliamentary system to distribute power away from the executive branch, devolve more authority from Kabul to the provinces, and insist on the participation of Afghanistan’s non-Pashtun groups in peace negotiations.

An even more complex set of political networks has developed at the regional and local levels. The regional blocs include Hezb-e-Islami Afghanistan, Jamiat-e-Islami, Hezb-e Wahdat-e Islami, and Junbesh-e Milli, among others. These organizations have lost power and relevance over the past decade, but could become more important if the Taliban makes gains on the battlefield and the central government begins to fracture.

If the 2014 election is broadly accepted, the likelihood for stability in Afghanistan will improve. The size, mission, and duration of the U.S. force in Afghanistan after 2014 will also play a major role in determining the political stability of Afghanistan. If Afghans perceive the size of the force as too small or short-term, influential leaders are likely to be alarmed, encouraging them to bolster their militias to compensate for the diminished U.S. presence.

THE SECURITY TRANSITION

U.S. policymakers will face several security challenges during—and after—the transition. By the end of 2014, the NATO-led mission in Afghanistan will shift from Operation Enduring Freedom, which has included a range of combat and reconstruction tasks, to Operation Resolute Support, which will focus on training and advising Afghan forces.

During and after this transition, insurgents will likely gain some ground as the U.S. and other foreign militaries reduce their presence. The insurgency will remain diverse and include a range of groups led by the Taliban, Haqqani network, allied Pashtun tribes and clans, drug trafficking organizations, and local militia forces supported by neighboring states like Pakistan and Iran.

Terrorist groups, including al-Qaeda, will presumably attempt to increase their presence in Afghanistan. Al-Qaeda leaders likely believe the U.S. drawdown will allow them more freedom of movement in provinces such as Kunar and Nuristan. Al-Qaeda’s paramilitary commander
and emir for northeastern Afghanistan, Faruq al-Qatari, is already attempting to expand al-Qaeda’s footprint in the northeast. Since al-Qaeda currently lacks the legitimacy and power to establish a sanctuary in Afghanistan and Pakistan on its own, it has attempted to leverage the capabilities of local militant networks like the Haqqani network. This symbiotic arrangement provides al-Qaeda some operational flexibility to access existing resources.

If competing groups dispute the outcome of the 2014 presidential election, substate actors, especially influential power brokers from the north and west, may lose faith in the central government and accelerate efforts to rearm. Furthermore, a failure by the United States and Afghanistan to sign a bilateral security agreement would likely fracture the ANSF along ethnic and social cleavages if the United States withdraws all of its military forces. Finally, the overall quality of the ANSF and the Afghan Local Police will affect the success of the insurgency and the ability of terrorist groups to reestablish safe havens in Afghanistan.

Afghan security forces, especially the Afghan National Army, have shown improvement in their ability to fight despite incurring in 2013 the highest numbers of casualties of the war to date. In Kandahar, Provincial Chief of Police Abdul Raziq and Afghan forces—the ANSF, Afghan Local Police, and National Directorate of Security units—have held territory in several districts that are strategically important for the Taliban, such as Arghandab. In June 2013, Afghan national and local forces successfully conducted a major clearing operation along the Kunar-Nuristan border with some U.S. air support. Despite this overall progress, the ANSF also has notable deficiencies in such areas as intelligence collection and logistics, which have hurt their battlefield performance. In some provinces, such as Helmand, the ANSF has been unable to retain control of some areas seized by U.S. Marine Corps forces over the past four years. In other provinces, such as Khowst and Paktika, insurgents from the Haqqani network increased territorial control in 2013 after the withdrawal of U.S. and Afghan forces from several bases. Afghan forces have also been unable to prevent several high-profile attacks, such as on the U.S. Consulate in Herat in September 2013 and the Ariana Hotel in Kabul in June 2013. The weakness of some Afghan forces poses a challenge to the success of the security transition and, as noted in the recommendations, should be adequately addressed by U.S. military trainers.
The economic transition

The primary economic tasks facing U.S. policymakers are to help foster economic growth and to ensure adequate funding for the ANSF and public services. Since 2001, Afghanistan’s GDP has grown an average of roughly 11 percent annually. Four factors have driven this growth. First, despite the insurgency, levels of violence in much of the country are down compared to those during the civil war of the 1990s. Afghans have responded to improved security by investing in housing, small businesses, and farms. Second, the international presence in Afghanistan has stimulated the Afghan economy through purchases of goods and services. Third, foreign donors have paid for a rapid expansion of public services, especially education and health care, and made substantial investments in roads, schools, clinics, and irrigation systems. The World Bank estimates that combined international spending on security assistance and civilian aid in 2011 was equivalent to 100 percent of GDP. Civilian aid alone ($6 billion) equaled 40 percent of GDP. Fourth, investments in transportation and communications have contributed to productivity gains and growth in those services.

Despite these changes, most Afghans still rely on agriculture, licit and illicit, as their primary source of income. About 70 percent of Afghanistan’s population works in subsistence agriculture, even though agriculture generates only one-third of GDP. Opium is the most important cash crop.

Following the drawdown, Afghanistan is likely to become poorer and more agrarian. In 2014 and 2015, GDP may fall because of the decline in demand for Afghan services as the number of troops decreases; reductions in public services due to cuts in foreign budgetary support and limited access by assistance providers to violent areas; and cuts in public investment resulting from reduced foreign assistance. All of these factors will reduce incomes in Afghanistan. Afghanistan’s expenditures on security forces and public services will continue to depend on foreign funding, of which the United States is likely to remain the largest provider. Donors have promised continued support, especially to cover the costs of Afghanistan’s army and police. But problems with corruption and war weariness are already resulting in reductions in aid, including from the United States. Moreover, the Afghan government has not met its obligations in the Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework, where it pledged to undertake reforms in areas such as women’s rights to ensure continued international economic support.
THE REGIONAL DIMENSION

Afghanistan has long been entangled in a “Great Game” among neighboring states and global powers. Several factors will likely determine the shape and influence of regional dynamics on the three transitions. A U.S. decision to withdraw all of its remaining military forces from the region by 2015 would intensify security competition among regional powers. Outside powers would almost certainly back various substate actors, exacerbating ethnic and other fissures in Afghanistan. In particular, the rivalry between India and Pakistan is already intensifying in Afghanistan. Indian officials have expressed alarm that Afghanistan will become a base for anti-Indian terrorist groups if the Taliban makes advances on the battlefield. In response, India has likely increased its support to Uzbek, Tajik, and even Pashtun power brokers in Afghanistan—as well as to members of the Karzai government. Pakistan, for its part, will likely continue to support both the Taliban insurgency and peace negotiations, with an eye toward assessing which track is likely to succeed.

As Table 1 shows, most of Afghanistan’s neighbors generally prefer a stable central government, but one that protects their interests. Russia, China, Iran, Pakistan, and India all signed the “Heart of Asia” Istanbul declaration in November 2011, which mandated specific follow-on actions in such areas as counterterrorism, counternarcotics, trade, and investment.

A second factor is the state of the insurgency. An ascendant Taliban and a weakened Afghan central government would cause Afghanistan’s neighbors to support a range of competing substate actors as Afghanistan fell back into a civil war. If the Taliban were to gain momentum, the most significant source of friction would likely be between India and Pakistan, though other neighbors would probably back their traditional allies.
### Table 1: Regional Dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>State Interests</th>
<th>Future Position If Afghan Government Remains in Relative Control</th>
<th>If Taliban Gains Momentum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Support Indian-allied government in Kabul; minimize Islamabad’s influence; weaken anti-Indian terrorist groups</td>
<td>Provide economic and nonlethal aid to Kabul, but also maintain ties to anti-Taliban leaders (especially in the north)</td>
<td>Would likely increase funding, training, and lethal assistance to anti-Taliban leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Establish Pakistan-allied government in Kabul; minimize New Delhi’s influence; prevent anti-Pakistan groups from gaining a foothold; foster trade</td>
<td>Retain Taliban safe havens in Pakistan; support Taliban and other insurgents, as well as peace negotiations</td>
<td>Could increase support to the Taliban and other insurgents; might also reach out to northern groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Assist allies in Afghanistan’s government and substate groups near the Iranian border; prevent permanent U.S. bases in Afghanistan; foster trade</td>
<td>Support both central government and regional allies</td>
<td>Might support anti-Taliban forces to prevent a Taliban takeover; might also maintain limited ties to the Taliban and other insurgent groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Encourage stable central government that tries to curb the flow of terrorists and narcotics into Central Asia and Russia</td>
<td>Provide limited assistance to the central government, but maintain ties to power brokers in northern Afghanistan</td>
<td>Would likely increase support—intelligence, money, and lethal aid—to anti-Taliban forces in the north</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Support stable government that protects Chinese interests and curbs activities of Uighur militants and East Turkestan Islamic Party</td>
<td>Expand ties to Kabul, but also maintain contacts with Taliban to ensure access to mines and other investments</td>
<td>Could support Pakistan, but would likely be concerned about spread of terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>Encourage stable government that includes representatives from northern groups and stabilizes border region</td>
<td>Provide political support to northern power brokers, especially Tajiks</td>
<td>Would consider increasing aid to northern groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>Support stable government that cracks down on terrorist groups and includes representatives from northern groups</td>
<td>Provide financial support to northern power brokers, especially Uzbeks</td>
<td>Would consider increasing aid to northern groups to prevent the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and other groups from gaining a foothold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Policy Choices

In light of the three transitions Afghanistan faces, U.S. policymakers need to make choices that will affect the country’s political, security, and economic future. U.S. officials also face important choices in dealing with Afghanistan’s complex regional environment.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

U.S. policymakers have several options regarding the 2014 presidential election. First, the U.S. government can adopt a hands-off approach that leaves the election process to the Afghan government and international organizations like the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA). Some Afghans have worried that a hands-on U.S. approach could be interpreted as foreign meddling and undermine the credibility of the election. But outside countries, including the United States, have played crucial roles in facilitating numerous political transitions and supporting democratization efforts across the globe, including during previous elections in Afghanistan. A hands-off approach could also increase the likelihood that Pakistan, India, Russia, and Iran would influence the election based on their interests. Left unchecked, for instance, Iranian support in the election—including of specific candidates—would likely undermine U.S. interests.

A second option would entail the private, and perhaps public, involvement of U.S. diplomats in the technical aspects of ensuring a free-and-fair election. The United States could assist in specific areas where there are concerns about fraud or neglect, such as in response to allegations of ballot stuffing. This might include identifying instances where fraud has occurred (or could occur), bringing it to the attention of Afghan and international officials, and working to fix any improprieties. Much of the international donor community cares greatly about
process. Though laudable, it would be important not to set unrealistic goals for a free-and-fair process in a country with an ongoing civil war, a culture of patronage, and some of the highest corruption rates in the world. There will almost certainly be corruption in the election; the challenge will be to minimize it.

A third option would involve U.S. diplomats encouraging the candidates to recruit a team—and, for the eventual winner, ultimately appointing a cabinet—that reflects Afghanistan’s ethnic, religious, and other constituencies. This would involve White House, State Department, and Defense Department officials developing a communications strategy—complete with talking points—that reinforces the importance of multiethnic coalitions in meetings with their Afghan counterparts. U.S. officials would need to communicate this message at several stages: during the campaign; while the votes are counted; after the announcements of preliminary and final results; and after the inauguration of a new president. But there are risks with such a hands-on approach, since some Afghans might accuse the United States of foreign meddling.

A fourth option would be to champion a specific candidate for president. U.S. officials could publicly support a candidate by making favorable statements, as well as by privately offering funding or other resources. But this option could fail to produce the desired outcome and would likely taint the legitimacy of the winner.

**PEACE TALKS**

Peace negotiations will continue to be an important component of the political and security transitions in Afghanistan. In past insurgencies, the likelihood of a peace settlement has depended on the type and extent of external support that combatants received; the length, duration, and status of the war; and the existence and role of a third-party mediator to help with peace negotiations. Drawing on these lessons, U.S. policymakers have three broad options as they weigh peace discussions.

One is for the United States—especially the White House and State Department—to play a leading role in negotiating a comprehensive peace settlement with the Taliban. The United States might take the lead in peace talks because the Taliban has thus far refused to negotiate directly with the Karzai government. Some proponents of U.S.-led
peace discussions contend that negotiations are desirable even if they fail.\textsuperscript{24} They argue that insurgencies often end with a political settlement, not on the battlefield. But U.S.-led discussions face several challenges. The United States would be serving as both a mediator and a combatant; it would not be a neutral party. More important, although negotiations can be useful, many insurgencies end with a military victory by one side or the other, rather than a peace settlement. Since 1955, of the roughly fifty-five civil wars in which adversaries have fought for control of the central government, 75 percent ended with a clear victory.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, wars ended by military victory (rather than through peace settlements) are more likely to stay ended.\textsuperscript{26} This may well be true for Afghanistan.

Alternatively, the United States could play a supporting role in the negotiations, rather than a leading one, leaving leadership to the Afghan government and the Taliban.\textsuperscript{27} U.S. diplomats might refrain from participating in meetings between Taliban and Afghan government representatives until they reach a more advanced stage of discussions. Under one variant of this option, a third party, such as a senior diplomat from a Gulf state or a UN representative, might act as a mediator or facilitator.\textsuperscript{28} A third-party mediator could be useful with—or without—direct U.S. involvement in peace talks. The risk with a supporting U.S. role, however, is that the United States could lose some leverage in influencing the negotiations.

A final option is to abandon peace negotiations, at least for the moment, and focus on other policy steps, such as improving ANSF capabilities, holding the 2014 presidential election, and supporting regional economic initiatives. But this approach undercuts the possibility, however slim, of a peaceful end to three and a half decades of fighting. Many Afghans are tired of war, so peace talks may be worth a shot.

**THE U.S. MILITARY PRESENCE**

The size, composition, and duration of a continued U.S. military presence in Afghanistan are the most frequently discussed components of the transition. As shown in Table 2, the financial costs of deploying U.S. troops in Afghanistan have been high.

Budgetary pressures to reduce these costs have been an important factor in the current drawdown. As the United States reduces its presence, there are four plausible military options for 2015 and beyond.\textsuperscript{29}
**Table 2: U.S. Costs of the Afghanistan War (in Billions of Dollars)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>War Funding</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>118.6</td>
<td>113.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State/USAID</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first, often referred to as the “zero option,” is to withdraw all U.S. forces from Afghanistan. This option assumes that the United States has no major strategic interests left in Afghanistan or that a military presence would not achieve U.S. objectives at an acceptable cost. It could also occur with a failure by U.S. and Afghan officials to conclude a bilateral security agreement. According to this view, al-Qaeda’s leadership has already been severely weakened because of the relentless U.S. counterterrorism campaign and hence U.S. forces are no longer needed in Afghanistan to combat a diminished threat.

The second option involves reducing the U.S. military footprint to between one thousand and three thousand personnel in Afghanistan, configured solely for counterterrorism operations. The U.S. military would work with the CIA, other U.S. intelligence agencies, and Afghan units to kill or capture terrorists affiliated with al-Qaeda and associated groups to prevent their resurgence in Afghanistan. There are several possible U.S. force packages for this mission. One might include a squadron of “Tier 1” or other special operations task force units, drawn from units attached to Joint Special Operations Command. These forces would operate with a small number of NATO special operations forces and work closely with Afghan special operations units, such as the Ktah Khas, to conduct operations. This option would also include limited “enablers,” such as unmanned aerial vehicles and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets.

The zero and counterterrorism options would significantly reduce (or eliminate, in the former case) the financial burden on the United States of supporting U.S. forces in Afghanistan, and minimize (or eliminate) American combat deaths. But both options pose substantial risks. U.S. forces would have little or no mandate and limited or no capabilities after 2015 to assist the Afghan government if the Taliban threatened to overrun a major city or even topple the government. It would also increase the probability that Afghanistan would be used as a beachhead for al-Qaeda and other militant groups. Iraq after the U.S. withdrawal is illustrative: al-Qaeda in Iraq has regrouped since 2011. It conducts attacks at a high tempo and was instrumental in establishing an affiliate, Jabhat al-Nusra, in Syria.

Third is a light foreign internal defense option, which would include between four thousand and six thousand U.S. forces, plus additional NATO forces. It would expand the U.S. mission from counterterrorism to foreign internal defense. A small number of U.S. special operations
forces would train, advise, and assist the Afghan National Army, Afghan National Police, and Afghan Local Police. U.S. forces might also be required to help Afghan forces provide security for the 2014 election and backup protection for U.S. diplomats. This option would involve keeping more U.S. forces in Afghanistan than the counterterrorism option, along with a small contingent of NATO forces, to ensure the Afghan government is not overthrown and to help Afghan forces degrade the insurgency. The foreign internal defense mission would rely on U.S. special operations and other forces to help the Afghans conduct counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations, as U.S. Army Green Berets have done in the Philippines, Colombia, and other campaigns.

Fourth is a larger foreign internal defense option that would consist of between eight thousand and twelve thousand U.S. forces. This option would include a larger force package of U.S. Army Special Forces, unmanned aerial vehicles, a conventional security force assistance team, attack aircraft, and other enablers. A larger force package would allow the United States to deploy more trainers and advisers to a greater number of areas, facilitating Afghan counterinsurgency operations.

The light and heavy foreign internal defense options would involve higher financial costs than the first and second options, albeit still at much lower levels than today. They also risk a higher number of U.S. casualties, though U.S. forces would concentrate primarily on training Afghans, not fighting. At the same time, both options allow the United States to continue to improve the combat capability of Afghanistan’s national and local security forces, as well as respond in extremis to situations such as a Taliban advance on a major city or the potential overthrow of the Afghan government. The United States could reduce its force numbers as Afghan capabilities improve. Table 3 summarizes the four options and their likely budgetary costs.

**ECONOMIC GROWTH**

There are several policy options for fostering economic growth during the transition. The United States and other donors could concentrate assistance efforts on supporting rural assistance programs. Substantial gains in agricultural output are possible if irrigation systems are expanded, incentives and systems to ensure efficient use of water and maintenance of irrigation systems are improved, and further
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Primary Mission</th>
<th>Troop Strength (U.S. forces)</th>
<th>Annual Cost (in billions of 2012 U.S. dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero Option</td>
<td>No military mission, but could include civilian, diplomatic, and intelligence missions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterterrorism</td>
<td>Conduct counterterrorism strikes against al-Qaeda and associated groups with Afghan partners</td>
<td>1,000–3,000</td>
<td>$0.6–$1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Foreign Internal Defense</td>
<td>Conduct counterterrorism strikes; limited train, advise, and assist to Afghan units</td>
<td>4,000–6,000</td>
<td>$2.4–$3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Foreign Internal Defense</td>
<td>Conduct counterterrorism strikes; more robust train, advise, and assist to Afghan units</td>
<td>8,000–12,000</td>
<td>$4.7–$7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

investments are made to expand and maintain roads and market access for agricultural inputs and products.

Another option is to channel assistance toward developing mining or the oil and gas industries in hopes of generating substantial revenues that can be tapped by the Afghan government. Afghanistan has potentially commercially exploitable deposits of iron ore, copper, natural gas, and other metals and minerals.38 However, the World Bank notes the need for substantial investment—between $6 billion and $15 billion—to open these mines. Extracting these metals or oil and gas will be expensive and challenging. Because of infrastructure costs, institutional weaknesses, and the poor investment climate in Afghanistan, mining or oil and gas extraction are unlikely to make major contributions to the Afghan economy in the near to medium term.

Finally, the United States and other donors could invest in improving transnational transportation networks across Afghanistan. Increased cross-border transit, especially between India and Afghanistan, could strengthen economic ties among Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India, potentially resulting in a decline in tensions between Pakistan and the other two countries. Increasing transit to Central Asia is less promising. Volumes of trade among Central Asia, Pakistan, and India are low and likely to remain so. Afghanistan’s rough terrain, the poor state of its highways, levels of insecurity, and bribes demanded from transit companies are not conducive to transit traffic between these two areas. Until security improves and costs fall, Afghanistan is unlikely to become a major international corridor.

REGIONAL DYNAMICS

There are several U.S. policy options for dealing with Afghanistan’s complex regional environment, especially with Pakistan and India. The first is to more aggressively encourage Pakistan and India to pursue détente, especially economic détente. “We will pick up the threads from where we left in 1999,” Pakistan prime minister Nawaz Sharif said after his 2013 election victory, referring to his previous stint as prime minister. “That is the roadmap that I have for improvement of relations between Pakistan and India.”39 As prime minister in the late 1990s, Sharif signed a number of agreements with his Indian counterpart, Atal Bihari Vajpayee, including the Lahore Declaration. Under the Lahore
Declaration, both sides agreed to intensify their efforts to resolve the Kashmir dispute and reduce the risk of accidental or unauthorized use of nuclear weapons. But India has been reluctant to support a more active U.S. role in helping negotiate détente with Pakistan. Assuming Sharif is serious about détente, there is still opposition among some Pakistan military officials to closer relations with India.

A second option is for U.S. policymakers to develop a more aggressive policy toward Pakistan to root out militant groups. Examples might include tying U.S. military assistance to Pakistan’s progress in countering military groups or continuing to shift U.S. supply routes from Pakistan to the northern route through Central Asia. On the latter issue, insurgents extort payments from trucking companies, especially those hauling cargo for NATO forces. Rerouting supply routes, even at an additional cost, would cut into revenues insurgents have relied upon to prosecute the war.

The challenge for U.S. policymakers is that Pakistan’s military, through its Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) directorate, continues to provide some support to the Taliban and other insurgents. It does so to counterbalance India in Afghanistan and in the hopes of encouraging an Afghan government allied with Pakistan. In the past, those insurgencies that have received support from external states triumphed more than 50 percent of the time, while those with no support won only 17 percent of the time. Sanctuary is almost as important. Insurgents have been successful approximately 43 percent of the time when they enjoyed sanctuary. Consequently, depriving the Taliban of external support or sanctuary would decrease its odds of overthrowing the Afghan government. If the Taliban is to be deprived of sanctuary, the Pakistani military would have to change policy. To date, the military leadership and ISI have shown little willingness to withdraw support, and Pakistan’s security agencies have been unwilling to apprehend most Afghan Taliban operatives residing in Baluchistan and Karachi. Repeated efforts by the Bush and Obama administrations employing a mix of sticks and carrots have failed to change Pakistan’s behavior.
Recommendations for U.S. Policy

Although the American public has grown disillusioned with the U.S. commitment to Afghanistan, the United States retains important interests in targeting terrorist groups that threaten the United States and helping the Afghan government provide for its own security. Much as some would like to disengage as quickly as possible, it is important that the United States continue to help Afghanistan overcome the challenges it faces so that it does not pose a threat to U.S. national interests. Accordingly, the United States should pursue the following recommendations.

PROMOTE MULTIETHNIC COALITIONS FOR THE 2014 ELECTION

U.S. policy should focus on encouraging the formation of multiethnic presidential campaigns—and appointing a representative cabinet for the eventual winner—rather than on backing specific candidates. Prospects for security will improve if the next president and his team receive support, however grudging, from the broad range of political and ethnic groups in Afghanistan.

In practical terms, the White House, State Department, and Defense Department should develop a communications strategy—including synchronizing talking points—that encourages Afghans to achieve political consensus among their most important constituencies. Several Pashtun presidential candidates have already courted ethnic minority running mates to demonstrate inclusivity and secure the support of minority constituencies, but candidates can change their running mates until the election. U.S. officials should reinforce with their Afghan counterparts—in both public comments and private meetings—that
U.S. military and financial support could be severely affected by a failure to reach a consensus on the next president and his team. This message is important for U.S. officials to repeatedly deliver to presidential candidates, their campaign staffs, and influential powerbrokers.

In their initial meetings after the 2014 election, U.S. officials should encourage the new president to ensure multiethnic representation in the new cabinet, including in such power ministries as the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Interior, and the National Directorate of Security. It is particularly important for the new president to secure buy-in from Afghan government officials who control substate militias and ensure that they do not divert resources from state institutions. In addition, U.S. policymakers should publicly and privately reiterate that America’s willingness to support the Afghan government financially, diplomatically, and militarily after 2014 will require President Karzai to step down and Afghans to hold a relatively free-and-fair election.41

The United States should also help the ANSF secure election sites for the 2014 presidential election. U.S. support from fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, and unmanned aerial vehicles would aid the ANSF in securing polling stations before—and during—the voting. U.S. officials should also encourage the Pakistan military to deploy additional forces to its border with Afghanistan to diminish insurgent infiltration leading up to the election.

To help reduce the possibility of ballot stuffing, U.S. policymakers should support additional poll-worker screening, expand observer missions at voting centers, and encourage the Afghan government to move the vote-counting process from voting centers to provincial offices. Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission (IEC) is registering voters using the same flawed system it used for the 2009 elections. According to some Western diplomats, roughly five million of the seventeen million entries in the system may be fraudulent or duplicated. Most entries lack geographic information that would allow IEC officials to help voters identify specific voting stations.42 The flawed voter registry will almost certainly impede the efforts of the IEC to estimate how many ballots to distribute to voting centers, increasing opportunities for fraud.
ESTABLISH A FOREIGN INTERNAL DEFENSE MISSION

The United States should pursue a heavy foreign internal defense mission, as defined in U.S. military doctrine, that initially includes between eight thousand and twelve thousand residual American forces. Their mission should be to conduct strikes against terrorists and to train, advise, and assist Afghan national and local forces. U.S. forces would be expected to improve the quality of Afghan forces so that they could establish security in much of Afghanistan and prevent the Taliban from overthrowing the Afghan government.

Maintaining a U.S. military presence in Afghanistan will require U.S. and Afghan governments to conclude a bilateral security agreement. In the meantime, U.S. policymakers should publicly acknowledge their desire to provide an enduring military presence in Afghanistan after 2014. Silence about a U.S. military presence after 2014 will add significant uncertainty to the security situation in Afghanistan. The force package should include a substantial U.S. and NATO special operations component, a reduced number of U.S. and NATO conventional ground and air forces, and CIA paramilitary and other intelligence units to help Afghan forces conduct counterinsurgency and counterterrorist operations. Several types of U.S. forces would be required to perform these tasks.

Two squadrons of “Tier 1” or other special operations task force units from Joint Special Operations Command would be required to work with Afghan partner units and kill or capture high-value targets. It would also be helpful to draw on allied units, such as British Special Air Service forces. A battalion-sized task force from the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment would be useful to provide attack, assault, transport, and reconnaissance missions for the task forces. In addition, approximately three U.S. Army Special Forces battalions and other elements—such as Marine Special Operations Teams and U.S. Navy SEALS—would be necessary to train, advise, and assist Afghan national and local forces. Specific attention should be devoted to addressing the ANSF’s weaknesses in such areas as intelligence collection and logistics. This arrangement could include a special operations task force in the east, another in the south, and a third that covers the west and north. Of particular importance would be working with high-end Afghan forces, such as the Afghan National Army Special Forces and Commandos,
which are capable of conducting remote-area missions in rural parts of Afghanistan (including Taliban-controlled areas).\textsuperscript{44}

Several “enablers” are essential. First, it will be important to retain unmanned aerial vehicles—such as Predators and Reapers—to conduct intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, and occasional strike missions. Second, an AC-130 gunship squadron, as well as medical evacuation capabilities, would be required for air support. Third, a brigade-sized conventional force component would be needed to serve as a quick reaction force and to provide security for U.S. bases. Fourth, a battalion-sized conventional unit of security force assistance teams should remain as advisers and liaisons to Afghan security forces, particularly the Afghan National Army. They should be attached at the brigade and corps levels of the Afghan army. It would be helpful to supplement these teams with a comparably sized deployment of NATO security force assistance teams. Fifth, two squadrons of attack aircraft, such as F-15s and A-10s, will be necessary to conduct strikes, depending on desired effects. Other NATO aircraft might also be made available to support this mission. Sixth, some intelligence personnel will need to collect and analyze human and signals intelligence.\textsuperscript{45}

A force of eight thousand to twelve thousand troops would cost between $4.7 billion and $7.1 billion per year. These costs would be significantly less than the $113 billion the United States spent in fiscal year 2011 when ninety-eight thousand troops, on average, were deployed to Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{46} Some have argued that Afghan force levels should be cut starting in 2015. The United States should continue to support—and help pay for—the current force of 352,000 ANSF, along with 30,000 Afghan Local Police.\textsuperscript{47} The Obama administration should make a commitment to provide support to Afghan forces for several years. The administration should refrain from announcing a specific departure date, since the presence of U.S. forces should be determined by the achievement of U.S. objectives like targeting al-Qaeda and ensuring Afghan forces can provide for their own security.

But U.S. military support should not be open-ended. It should be conditions-based rather than calendar-based. The United States should continue military support so long as the United States and Afghanistan reach a bilateral security agreement and the Afghan government follows through on several promises (such as holding a presidential election in 2014). The United States should also continue to assess the state of al-Qaeda and associated terrorist groups.
ENCOURAGE A REALISTIC PEACE PROCESS

U.S. policymakers should conclude that a peace settlement between the Afghan government and the Taliban is unlikely in the foreseeable future for several reasons. First, there is little evidence that the Taliban is serious about a peace settlement at the moment, in part because Taliban leaders appear to believe their prospects for military victory may improve after the U.S. drawdown. Second, few of the conditions that have contributed to peace settlements in past insurgencies exist today in Afghanistan. Outside countries continue to provide support to insurgents, and most Taliban leaders do not view the war as a stalemate. Though a negotiated settlement would be preferable, its prospects appear dim at the moment.

Still, U.S. diplomats should encourage discussions involving the Afghan government (including representatives of the High Peace Council), the Taliban, and regional powers like Pakistan on prisoner exchanges, local cease-fires, and the reintegration of combatants. To date, the most successful discussions between the Afghan government and Taliban representatives have taken place at the local level, not the national level, where both sides have handed over prisoners and established temporary cease-fires. To improve the prospects of a settlement, the United States should support the appointment of a third-party mediator to peace negotiations, such as a representative appointed by the United Nations or from a Persian Gulf country. Third parties have been pivotal in past settlements. In cases where a third-party assisted with implementation of an agreement since World War II, negotiations almost always succeeded, regardless of the initial goals, ideology, or ethnicity of the participants. But if a third party did not help with the implementation of the peace terms, talks almost always failed.48

FOCUS ASSISTANCE ON EDUCATION, PUBLIC HEALTH, AND MAINTAINING CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE

The United States needs to carefully target its civilian assistance dollars. The United States and other donors should provide assistance of $3.3 billion to $3.9 billion a year through 2017, as suggested by the World Bank at the Tokyo Conference, if Afghanistan’s government
adheres to its commitments under that agreement. If Afghanistan’s government does not follow through on its side of the bargain, donors should make graduated reductions in assistances. Assistance is important not only for humanitarian reasons; it is also a crucial investment in the human capital necessary for the long-term development of Afghanistan. As agriculture will remain the most important source of income for the majority of Afghans, the U.S. Agency for International Development should continue to support successful programs in agricultural development.

Over the last decade, investments in Afghanistan’s infrastructure, especially roads, have been an important contributor to the rapid increases in GDP and improvements in standards of living Afghanistan has enjoyed. In a period of constrained assistance, Afghanistan’s government and donors should focus on setting up and financing effective institutions and policies to maintain this infrastructure. Many countries, including Afghanistan, use taxes on diesel, gasoline, and motor vehicles to finance road construction and repair. Owners and operators of cars and trucks have the financial wherewithal to pay these taxes and are the ones who benefit from the roads. The United States should work with other donors and the government of Afghanistan to improve the collection of motor vehicle taxes and Afghan government funding and oversight of road maintenance.

SUPPORT REGIONAL ECONOMIC INITIATIVES

The United States should support small-scale economic initiatives as a first step to improving relations among countries in the region. U.S. diplomats should support the TAPI pipeline and back financing for the project from multilateral development banks if Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India can come to an agreement on right-of-way, financing, pricing, and payments. U.S. diplomats should also support economic détente between Pakistan and India, encouraging Pakistan to follow through on its 2011 decision to grant India most-favored-nation trading status. The United States should encourage India and Pakistan to ease visa restrictions and open more border crossings.

Pakistan presents a particular challenge for the United States because of its support to Afghan insurgent groups. A radical shift of priorities remains unlikely in the near future. The United States, therefore,
should take steps to reduce its dependence on Pakistan. The U.S. military should transport as many of its supplies as feasible through the northern route traversing Central Asia, rather than through Pakistan, to hedge against a repetition of the seven-month border closure after the mistaken killing of Pakistani soldiers by NATO forces in November 2011. The United States should also encourage the ISI and Pakistan military to stop providing sanctuary to the Taliban and other militant groups. Specifically, U.S. policymakers should calibrate military assistance to Pakistan in accordance with how much Pakistan confronts—or fails to combat—militant groups like the Taliban, Haqqani network, and Lashkar-e-Taiba. U.S. military aid to Pakistan has already declined from $1.2 billion in 2010 to $849 million in 2012, and should be reduced unless Pakistan curbs its assistance to militant groups. Cuts to military aid should be partially offset by increases in civilian aid, as outlined in the Enhanced Partnership with Pakistan Act of 2009 (the “Kerry-Lugar-Berman” Act). This would avoid repeating the shortsighted abandonment of the 1990s, while directing funds toward the Pakistan people rather than a frequently uncooperative Pakistan military.

The United States has expended an enormous amount of blood and treasure in Afghanistan since 9/11. Though not readily apparent to an American public weary of more than a decade of fighting, important gains have nevertheless been achieved to make Afghanistan a better place. The risk that Afghanistan will once again become a sanctuary for terrorists bent on attacking the United States has been reduced. Yet these gains are reversible. If the recommendations in this report are implemented, Afghanistan will likely be able to contain the insurgency; build upon the gains in income, education, and health care that have occurred over the past decade; and prevent the reemergence of al-Qaeda and its allies that threaten the United States.
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Cover Photo: An Afghan Army soldier fires a rocket-propelled grenade at suspected Taliban militants as U.S. Army soldiers crouch down at Combat Outpost Nolen in the Arghandab Valley north of Kandahar on July 27, 2010. (Bob Strong/Courtesy Reuters)